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+ Syntactic analysis is a core subroutine in typical language processing
(cf. Swets et al. 2008; Frank and Bod 2011)
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+ Can differentiate:
+ Processing strategies

(Grodner and Gibson 2005; Lewis and Vasishth 2005; Hale 2001; Levy 2008)

+ Representations
(Brennan et al. 2016; Lopopolo et al. 2020)

+ Both functions are domain general
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The Naturalistic Paradigm

+ These studies: Natural Stories corpus, audio, 78 fMRI participants
(Futrell et al. 2018)

+ Naturalistic stimuli mitigate observer’s paradox
(Hasson and Honey 2012)

+ Constructed manipulations may engage other processing strategies
(Campbell and Tyler 2018; Hasson et al. 2018; Diachek et al. 2019)

+ Effects have failed to generalize to naturalistic stim
E.g. Grodner and Gibson 2005 vs. van Schijndel and Schuler 2013
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How to investigate?

Shared resources? → imaging
Observer’s paradox → naturalistic stimuli

Variable functional anatomy → functional localization
Variable hemodynamics → deconvolutional regression
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How specialized is predictive language processing?

+ Prior studies report prediction effects mostly in language (LANG) regions
(Willems et al. 2015; Brennan et al. 2016; Henderson et al. 2016; Lopopolo et al. 2017)

+ Didn’t localize MD to control for variation in functional brain anatomy
(Poldrack 2006; Fedorenko et al. 2010; Frost and Goebel 2012)
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Results: Prediction
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Q2: Does word prediction recruit domain-general resources?
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predictive coding during naturalistic sentence comprehension. Neuropsychologia. 138.
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Epilogue:
Naturalistic Language Processing in Reading Times vs. Imaging
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Strong syntactic effects in brains when listening to naturalistic stimuli
this study

Possible implication:
Some computational demands may not cause readers to slow down
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Prediction and MD

+ Linguistic prediction may be carried out by domain-general executive control
(Linck et al. 2014; Huettig and Mani 2016; Pickering and Gambi 2018; Strijkers et al. 2019)

+ Hierarchic sequential prediction is a domain-general skill
(vanschijndeletal13:tcs2; Smith and Levy 2013; Rasmussen and Schuler 2018)

+ Variation in executive function modulates prediction effects
(Federmeier et al. 2002; Mani and Huettig 2012; Gambi et al. 2018)

+ Domain-general executive regions engage during some language tasks
(Kuperberg et al. 2003; Novick et al. 2005; January et al. 2009, cf. Diachek et al. 2019)

+ Broca’s may be universal syntactic processor
(Patel 2003; Tettamanti and Weniger 2006; Friedrich and Friederici 2009, cf. Fedorenko and Blank 2020)

+ Plausible executive resource: fronto-parietal multiple demand (MD) network
(Duncan 2010)

+ Hypothesis 2: Linguistic prediction recruits MD
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